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Challenge
One of the leading multinational financial services companies was 
facing today’s biggest challenge: releasing new digital services 
and features at the speed of its customers’ expectations. Keeping 
this pace required efficiency, standardization and modernization 
across the company. However, with the company’s existing JCL 
management, employees were not set up for continuous development 
and improvement. 

The company was using a product that had two major disadvantages. 
First, it required developers to move across multiple environments 
during validation testing. IT would have to switch from development 
to production to test the code, and, if there were JCL errors, send 
it back to development to address them. It could take hours for 
developers to correct the JCL, check it for standards and errors, test 
it and then resubmit it to IT. Multiple iteration cycles also increased 
the likelihood of human error and delayed the entire DevOps value 
stream. Second, the product used COBOL programming standards, 
which deterred new developers, who the company wanted to attract 
to the mainframe, but who expect a more modern environment. The 
company sought out a JCL management solution that would equip 
their developers—both new and seasoned—to streamline processes, 
reduce errors in workflows and save the company time.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

1 See Value Faster: 

Include JCL management 
tools directly within 
users’ favorite Eclipse-
compatible interface

2 Save Money: 

Eliminate expensive 
re-running of production 
mainframe jobs, reducing 
costs

3 Improve Accuracy: 

Reduce human error by 
automating JCL standards 
enforcement across the 
entire JCL lifecycle

https://www.rocketsoftware.com/
https://www.rocketsoftware.com/


Our developers love the 
Remote Scanning that 
PRO/JCL provides. The 
Eclipse plug-in opens 
doors to maximize our 
mainframe DevOps 
tooling by allowing 
developers to validate 
their JCL from within 
one interface.

Team member, 
Financial Services Company
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Rocket Software partners with the largest Fortune 1000 organizations to solve their most complex IT challenges across 
Applications, Data and Infrastructure. Rocket Software brings customers from where they are in their modernization journey to 
where they want to be by architecting innovative solutions that deliver next-generation experiences. Over 10 million global IT and 
business professionals trust Rocket Software to deliver solutions that improve responsiveness to change and optimize workloads. 
Rocket Software enables organizations to modernize in place with a hybrid cloud strategy to protect investment, decrease risk 
and reduce time to value. Rocket Software is a privately held U.S. corporation headquartered in the Boston area with centers of 
excellence strategically located throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Rocket Software is a portfolio company of 
Bain Capital Private Equity. Follow Rocket Software on LinkedIn and Twitter.

Solution
As an ASG (now part of Rocket Software) customer of 30 years,
the company knew the value of their solutions and ultimately 
selected Rocket® PRO/JCL for its superior JCL management, 
Eclipse DevOps plug-in and Remote Scanning. Leveraging Rocket® 
PRO/JCL, developers could use one interface to develop JCL, 
apply standards and formatting and then check their work before 
any new code was submitted to production. With JCL validation 
and run-time simulation, developers could not only discover 
errors proactively, but also eliminate the costly need to re-run the 
production of mainframe jobs.  

Rocket® PRO/JCL also offered Directed Execution, through 
which developers could remotely scan between environments. 
This capability saved valuable developer time by including 
JCL management tools directly within users’ favorite Eclipse-
compatible interface for a seamless DevOps integration. With 
reduced complexity, the company was able to see fewer errors 
and more value added to the business. What’s more, by eliminating 
the need to maintain COBOL, the company could provide the 
modern development environment that incoming generations were 
comfortable working in—enhancing productivity and attracting 
talent. As a result, the company plans to increase the deployment 
of Rocket® PRO/JCL, leveraging it as a critical enabler of their 
modernization initiative.
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